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PPC TRAINING
GOOGLE ADWORDS 
TRAINING COURSES 

YOUR PATH TO DIGITAL SUCCESS 
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Understanding PPC and implementing a successful campaign is 
becoming increasingly important due to the increasing number of 
cmpanies implementing digital marketing campaigns. 

Peaky Digital offer insightful and engaging courses that will allow you to create PPC campaigns that will help meet your 
marketing objectives. Our training days are tailored to your experience, knowledge and KPIs. 

GOOGLE ADWORDS TRAINING 
COURSE



PEAKY DIGITAL’S 
TRAINING COURSES
We are proud of who we work with and go above and beyond to ensure they 
get the support they need in their digital marketing training. 

During the day we will talk through keyword methodology, how to write 
great ad copy, improve quality score, ad extensions, optimisation tips and  
much more. If you’re responsible for running your own Google AdWords 
campaigns, or manage an agency that runs it for you, this course will 
empower you to go on and achieve more. By the end of the course you will 
have the ability to set up and launch campaigns and be confident to run 
these campaigns based on your business goals.

People we’ve trained

“We wanted to manage our campaigns 
in-house but needed to brush up on 
our skills. Peaky Digital were fab at 
tailoring a course for a our needs and 
are always there for ongoing support ”



Introdcutions to PPC

Bidding and quality score 

Keywords and match types 

Negative keywords 

Keyword methodology 

Account setup and structure 

Setting and reporting goals

Campaign settings 

Ads and ad extensions 

How to write engaging adcopy 

Tracking conversions 

Linking accounts 

Optimisation techniques 

Defining strategy 

OUR GOOGLE ADWORDS 
TRAINING COURSE
Our PPC training course 
provides you with an 
excellent foundation.
If you have limited or no experience of PPC, 
our course will allow you to learn all the skills 
you need to hit the ground running. 

£300
+VAT per place

What we’ll cover on the day

Arrive LunchStart BreakBreak End

08:45 12:459:00 14:3011:00 16:00



OUR OTHER COURSES
Do you think other courses could benefit your business? Take a peak at our 
other digital marketing courses and broaden your overall digital knowledge. If 
you are interested in multiple courses then we can look at integrating courses as 
well as offering you cost savings. 

Google 
Analytics 
Training

SEO 
Training

Strategy & 
CRO 
Training

Social 
Media 
Training


